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IDLS2021
Streaming expertise directly to worldwide offices!
The COVID-19 crisis is
currently a reality
everywhere on the planet,
leading to travel restrictions
and confinement in many
countries and even whole
continents. Of course, our
thoughts are with all those
who have been directly
impacted by the virus in this
unprecedented situation.

fellow professionals and academics, IDLS brings our
community together at the forefront of tactical data links. For
this type of event, where also the future role of tactical data
links is explored, IDLS is one of the privileged places. We all
have the opportunity to discuss a vast number of subjects
during this week, not only during the virtual presentations, but
also at the virtual training sessions, networking events and
demonstrations… and why not a virtual coffee meet-up?
The event organising team were aware that hosting the event
virtually would require a lot of concentration from the
attendees and add to the time sat in front of a screen. I
appreciate that many of you accepted this challenge and made
the most of the opportunities available.

Under these force majeure
circumstances, we once
again decided to hold our
International Data Links
Symposium virtually, rather
than a live gathering in
Halifax, Canada as originally planned. This was a tough
decision to make, especially since we know so many of our
cherished attendees were looking forward to finally “getting
out” and attending an in-person IDSL2021.

In the last several months, we have all experienced a lot of
conferences, workshops and other events that have been held
virtually. While it will still be quite some time before we can
meet in person again, we understand that virtual events also
have their challenges. We know that you cannot follow the
same old conference playbook; you have to design a virtual
event experience that provides lasting education and
networking value beyond the event itself. This was another big
challenge in organizing this year’s event.

The idea was that this event would not just be a physical
conference turning virtual, but rather a specific virtual
conference. The 2021 symposium was hosted on Zoom in
early November and we worked hard to bring IDLSoc members
an event that was informative and brought members together
from across the globe to exchange knowledge and experience.

I’d like to say a big thank you to all of the people involved in
making the virtual symposium a reality and a success for the
second year running. I’d also like to thank all the attendees; I
enjoyed meeting many of you online this year. Nevertheless, I
look forward to seeing many of you in-person at next year’s
IDLS in Halifax, Canada.

The IDLS Annual Symposium is the largest in its field,
attracting experts from different countries every year to join in
the discussions and showcase what they have been working
on. With the objective to exchange information and meet
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Best Regards
LtCol Volker Schaaf

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

IDLS2021 Presentations
Even though the event is over, many of the
recorded sessions are still available in the
online portal, with more presentations
continuing to become available.
To access a session, log onto the system
with your IDLSoc credentials, navigate to the
Event Programme, then select the day and
session you wish to watch.
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IDLS2021 Online Feedback
After a successful Virtual Event we received some positive feedback. We spoke to three attendees
and asked for their thoughts on how the event went.

Sato Yuya

According to the topic of "Aerial Mesh Network Design and
Implementation", on day 3, “gateway nodes and units need to
implement some functions to prevent data loops.” The
comment that “detecting data loops by using AI is a very
important point of view”. I agree with this opinion. From the
discussion, I thought that using AI would make data links a
better means of communication, however, it was thought that
there should be some discussion on who is responsible for the
decision-making process of AI. I think there should be deeper
discussions about this problem. Through this discussion, I
was able to understand what many experts around the world
think about AI, which was also a great reference for thinking
about data links in the future. In addition, I was able to gain a
wide range of knowledge by attending the Technical sessions,
demonstrations and panel sessions from many experts around
the world.

NEC Corporation
Location: Japan
I attended the IDLS2021 Online Event and was able to learn a
lot of things in a very fulfilling week.
Prior to participating in the event, I did not have a clear
understanding of technological trends in data links over the
last few years but by attending I could hear recent
technological trends in data links and understand the views of
special experts around the world.
During the Training Day (Day1), I was able to hear an
introduction to the basic technology of Link 22 and deepen my
understanding of Link 22 and in The TDL Overview and The
TDL Life Cycle, I was able to learn the basic technologies of
Link 11, Link 16, Link 22 and JREAP network. Before
participating in this event, there were many areas where my
knowledge was ambiguous, but it was good to be able to
deepen my understanding by actually listening to topics.

All the demonstrations were exciting with interesting topics!
Thank you very much for the opportunity to join IDLS2021
Online and I hope you are staying healthy and safe during
these unusual times.
I am very much looking forward to attending IDLS2022 in
Halifax next year and meeting you all again.

In the Link 16 Network Management session, thanks to their
explanation with actual demonstrations, I was able to get a
clearer understanding on the subject.

David Jarrett

During days 2 and 5, I was able to see recent trends in data
links and found it very interesting and exciting to hear the topic
about Artificial Intelligence (AI).

Telsa
Location: Australia

In the panel session, experts discussed the role of AI in data
links.
I thought the following perspectives were important:
•
•
•

I got jetlag from IDLS2021 even though I didn’t leave home.
Living in Australia and being 11 hours ahead of GMT meant a
lot of all-night sessions for me. My family and work colleagues
kept asking me why I was doing it? The answer is information
and training.

To prevent data loops
To manage the connection status and throughput of data
links
Perform network management and analysis in real time

I have found the IDLS Conference to be a great source of
information, that information may come from companies
selling products but more importantly information shared by
other IDLS members.

I understood that AI can play an important role as a measure
against these three points.

In this year’s conference I attended all three training sessions
on the training day. The Link 22 session was a great refresher
on Link 22, In the past I have been on Link 22 Master classes
and also started developing a Link 22 simulator for training,
but I still found this course useful.
I was disappointed that the Testing training session was not
presented, the alternate ones were useful but ones I had seen
before.
The final training session, Network Management –
Initialisation and Operations, was a good explanation of the
steps involved in getting ready to setup a network. This was a
course I would like to see given to a lot of the people I work
with who are in the purchasing and maintenance organisation
(System Program Office of CASG). The last time I did a network
design course was about 22 years ago, it was surprising that
the process hasn’t changed that much.
In the IDLS proper I missed the first Networking Event, this was
a failing on my part as these turned out to be a valuable part of
the IDLS 2021 Conference.
The UK update was very relevant and helped on the feeling that
we are not alone (in Australia).
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Providing the TDL Based SA to the Soldier is an area I am very
interested in as I see it as the future of the TDL roadmap – the
Panel Session on this gave an interesting insight into what
others are thinking.

connect devices across large distances to exchange
information. This should have been a smooth and natural
transition for us to meet over the gigantic mess of tangled
data links that is the internet and afterwards give a
resounding verdict of “we never have to meet in person again!”

I learnt more about the state of Australian Defence Forces
TDL’s at the conference than I have working for the ADF. This is
another session that I want to show to my work colleagues.

Instead, even among our most knowledgable data link experts,
we may have had some tightly held convictions and
reservations about the sheer impossibility of doing an event
like IDLS successfully in a virtual format.

I had a lot to say at the Networking Event on Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning. Having worked as a
software developer for just under 40 years (plus personally for
a few years before that) I feel that a good software engineer/
programmer will make the system appear to be intelligent and
learning, this is a sign of well-developed software. I am sure
you will hear more from me about this in the future.

I am not going to sugar coat the awkwardness and rough
edges we all saw at the virtual IDLS’s (though I’ve seen much
worse at other online conferences) but we did our best to work
around them and I think we all adapted to it well. 2021 was a
clear step up from the previous year, with the society having
significantly improved and streamlined their process. So two
weeks later I can look back and say I thoroughly enjoyed it, just
like 2020. Considering the dozens of other people that spent a
full week sitting in front of the computer for 12 to 16 hours
means that they probably felt the same way.

Strangely from 3:15 am to 4:45am I watched sessions on
Unmanned Systems – I think this is a testament to the value
of the sessions, but it could also be a testament to my tenacity
and desire to listen to the following session; Bridging the
Crypto Mod Gap. To have Nark (Mr David Narkevicius) present
the latest information on Crypto Modernisation and the US
view was something I could not get elsewhere.

IDLS2020 was a success and IDLS2021 even more so I think,
so we absolutely delivered the proof that it was possible. It
was on all of us to keep the flame of the International Data
Link Society burning through this pandemic and I think we
stepped up and achieved just that. But the virtual events have
got to stop now, since something is missing and it has become
very apparent and conspicuous to me due to its absence over
the last two years. Maybe IDLS is less about the show floor,
the presentations or the technological demonstrations. There
is no question that we need those as a basis for the
symposium, of course. However, I have come to understand
how much I undervalued the direct connections with other
people that are only possible at our live events. A different kind
of data link, if you will.

The highlight item for me on the Friday was “AI Supporting TDL
Management and Analysis” by the Luftwaffe and IBM, we were
only given a taste of what is possible, and I am hoping that
next year a more detailed presentation is given.
Will I attend next year’s Conference in Halifax? If I can afford it
then the answer is a definite yes, if I can’t make it in person
and there is an online component then I will certainly be
attending online.

I thought it was apparent at our recent virtual meeting that
others feel the same way about this, or else I really have no
explanation for why more than a few of us spent some nights
at IDLS2021 arguing over the internet through a microphone
until close to midnight. Or why someone from the other side of
the planet would stay up until the morning hours for that
experience. I think we were trying to recreate those moments
from past IDLS’s where we debated some data link minutiae
for hours on end on the show floor. Then after the venue
closed we would relocate to a nearby watering hole to
continue our discussions into the night.
I know I miss that and I am truly looking forward to seeing all
of you again, in person, in Halifax in 2022.

Lt Col Frank Ziems
German Air Force
Location: Germany
The 2021 International Data Link Symposium concluded
recently, being the second one that needed to be held virtually
due to pandemic restrictions.
Through the last year and a half, I expect that many of you, like
me, initially welcomed the increased opportunities to do our
jobs from home through modern communication tools. It
forced many of us to at least somewhat re-examine the way
we conduct our business and work relationships and I expect
that the general acceptance of taking part in meetings and
conferences through the internet will be something that
remains with us as a positive side effect of the last 18 months.
If someone had suggested an online event in 2019, that person
would have been laughed out of the room and rightly so. But
why is that? We all work in a field where our purpose is to
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IDLS2021 Survey Results
IDLS2021 Online Information and Registration
Thank you to everyone who took part in the IDLS2021 survey. This has given is some very insightful
information and we are happy to share the results with you.
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What areas of the online virtual environment have
you accessed and used?

What did you think of the virtual environment?
“It was much better to download and then play
recordings using a more featureful player such as VLC
as the web interface skip forward/backward did not
have the granularity I wanted”
“One time I had a problem logging in so I could not see
the live feed, but I watch the recordings later”
“It’s good, to do this but meeting people in real life is
preferred”

687 users visited the event website during the
1st to 5th November.
269 users visited the site from 6th to 29th
November
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IDLS2021 Online Organisation

IDLS2021 General Information
Please could you tell us if you are from:

Please indicate which category you belong to:

Speaker 16.67%
Sponsor 4.17%

Armed Forces:
20.83%

Trainer 12.50%

Government
20.83%

Management 29.17%
Other* 50%

Other*:
8.33%

* Government
Participant
TDL Engineer
Government Defence Science
and Technology
Participant
Attendee
Demonstration
Member
Contractor
Flight Test Engineer
Test Engineer
Attendee
Engineer

Industry: 50%
* Consultant, Training and Support
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Any other comments
Are there any other comments/suggestions that you would like to make about IDLS2021 Online?
The detailed schedule with links and presentations were
much better than expected, great work setting this up.

Timings were difficult for those in the Eastern Pacific region.
Congratulations for this excellent organisation! If I can, i will
come back with a great pleasure.

Did not receive my card with 3-digit code to enter drawings
until week after symposium ended. :( Time offset was a more
challenging near daylight saving time change. Sad that some
of programme plan had to change, but overall well executed
and informational.

Well done! Quality of this event was superb, interesting
agenda and in the sessions I participated we was briefed by
well prepared speakers with interesting subjects to present.

Do you have any comments, suggestions or views on the future format of the Symposium?
Return to Physical location next year, COVID-19 allowing.

Absolutely as an in-person event.
Might be worth considering hybrid events for future
symposiums. Key-notes and plenary sessions as hybrid,
maybe industry representatives will be interested in reaching
out to a wider public as well. However, I think it is acceptable
with a fee for participating digitally. Might also be a way of
increasing the interest for Society membership since On-line
as well as on-site participation will require a membership.

Might be worth doing a hybrid event in 2022, so that those
unable to attend in Halifax have a capability to "Dial In."
If its possible a combined or hybrid solution virtual event/live
event would be best for me.

Do you have any other comments/feedback you wish to share with the society ?
We need to find a solution to advise members in advance
that membership renewal is coming up. This is the only
organisation I'm a member with that does not provide this
service.

Great job! Congrats!
Asking questions in advance or live when you don't know the
presenter or other participants knowledge level is somewhat
hard.

I never received a postcard to enter in any member draw

What TDL subject areas would you like to see included next year? Please name three.
Conceptual model of Network 22 in use Managing heavily
complex networks in the near future Design & Build vs off-theshelf products

BU2 experiences // Operational use of L22 // Multi-link
training
MIDS JTRS and TTNT - I n=know a bit difficult with
releasability. Potential further exploration on AI and Machine
Learning.

Continue to provide information on the status/capabilities/
interoperability of L16 enhancements; operational feedback
from L22 usage; practical approach to DACAS
Innovation in TDL testing Info related to small terminals
Link22 expansion use

Continue to update progress of ongoing modernization.
Continue information of the ongoing US JADC2, UK MDI etc.
Updates of NATO Alliance Future Surveillance and Control
(AFSC)

1. Dealing with Crypto Modification (status, implications etc).
2. AI and ML applications in L16. 3. Testing L16

Link 16 CM Link 22 Other technology that competes with TDL

BLOS Training Operator experience

Do you have any suggestions for speakers next year?
Visual and simple pictures or views very helpful when
describing information

NATO ACT - NATO's TDL roadmap
Why not bring a MCDC Multi Domain - Multi National
Understanding representative to present their views of Multi
Domain Operations.

Asian and European Defence speakers
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Would you attend IDLS2022 in person if there was the opportunity to view presentations Live via Zoom as well
eg. a hybrid event?
Yes in person, networking and ensuring fully focused effort
on the symposium is important

Yes, because of networking face to face. So important!

Personally yes, but zoom is always a useful option

More likely to attend via Zoom because impact on project
and business will be less.

Yes as in person networking is a much better experience.

My first choice will be attend in person. But if I can't move, I
will follow event by zoom.

I would certainly consider attending virtually.

Yes, that sound like a great idea.

Not if the content is available online

Would still try to attend but Government restrictions may
preclude it Would still try to attend but Government
restrictions may preclude it

If I have the money and the opportunity I would attend in
person, otherwise it would be good to be able to attend online

IDLS2021 Postcard Prize Draw Results
We would like congratulate the winners of the IDLS2021 Postcard Prize Draw.

A Free ticket to the IDLSoc Training Day 2022 (Monday 7th Nov 2022 ) - Lt Col Frank Ziems
Two tickets to the IDLS2022 Social Event - Mr Rene Verhage
A Free Years Membership – Erik Haggblad
A Free Years Membership – Mr Bong Joon Bae
Mystery Prize Box - Mr Sean Bergesen
Passes for the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic - LtCol Volker Schaaf
Passes for the Canadian Museum of Immigration at Pier 21 - 2nd Lt Marc von Oeynhausen
Passes for the Discovery Centre in Halifax - David Jarrett
A Discover Halifax back-pack, filled with local goodies! - MCPO Sebastien Bonaventure
An IDLS2022 Event Shirt – Mr Roland Kemp
A Society Fleece - CDR Pentti Holopainen, Mr Stephen Griffin
An IDLS Symposium Shirt from IDLS2019 or earlier - Mr Pentti Jutila, PO1 Stephan Christensen
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Sponsors of IDLS2021
We would like to thank all the IDLS2021sponsors.

Gold

Silver

Bronze
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DATA
Data Download is an ongoing feature where we put the same set of six questions to the
movers and the shakers in the Data Links field.
In this installment we talk to David Jarrett who has been working with TDL for over 24
years, developing TDL test tools and C2 and TDL simulators. David currently works as
contractor to the Australian Defence Force.

“ The range of work in the Data Links field is very diverse, there is a role for
everyone who wants to put their heart and soul into it. ”
David Jarrett
What led you into working with Data Links?

What are the challenges facing Data Links today?

I started working in Data Links by accident, I was working 2 hours’
drive from home and staying away for long periods. When work
came up locally developing a data link test tool I jumped at the
chance and started learning about TADIL J and Link 16. There
was quite a culture shock; from working in an educational testing
environment to the Military, the first Minute I saw I could not
understand a word of it. That all happened over 24 years ago.

We need to normalise the use of Data Links, having a reliable Data
Link needs to be the expectation rather than the exception.
The transformation from only limited operational data to a full
operational picture will add considerable strain on the TDL
networks, we need to be smarter in the use of bandwidth.
The other big challenge is Cyber Awareness – how to protect our
systems from TDL based cyber-attacks. (For example; could your
network switch be injecting data onto your TDL network?)

What was your first experience of a Data Link?
What is it about Data Links that you find so compelling?
My first experience with Data Links was waiting the 6 months to
obtain my security clearance so that I could get access to the
USN Link 16 Specifications (OPSPEC 516 from memory). My role
was to develop a test tool for a yet to be defined ground based
TADIL J network. At that stage JREAP was only in the early
stages of development and most ground-based communications
were via proprietary protocols (including MITRE MTC).

Data Links are not a means in themselves but a way to achieve
better situational awareness to the war fighter. I find this data
distribution challenge very interesting. The people in the industry
that have come before me have developed some amazing
technology and it is our task to build on that technology and to
improve the situational awareness of the war fighter.

Rather than creating our own wrappers for TADIL J we ended up
choosing JREAP-C as the communications layer. The advantage
of using a standard was that there were already test tools being
developed for JREAP-C. My role then changed, and I was involved
in installing a MOTS Link 11 system and later a MOTS Link 16
system. About this time, I realised that operator training was an
issue, so I developed Link 11 and Link 16 simulators. These
allowed network-based training to be conducted with multiple
participants in the one classroom. My knowledge of Terminals
and FIMs and FOMs grew considerably at this time.

What advice would you give to someone entering the
Data Links Field?
Be prepared to read a lot and to spend a long-time learning – but
the results are very rewarding.
The range of work in the Data Links field is very diverse, there is a
role for everyone who wants to put their heart and soul into it.
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Timber Sweet: The Untold Story of Military
Tactical Data Links - Crowd Funding
“Timber Sweet” tells the story of military tactical data links, and
the amazing people who build and use them. For non-data link
people… data links are the unique and intricate communications
that integrate military personnel and their combat systems into a
coherent and lethal team. Data links push back on the proverbial
fog of war and allow our forces to have a common picture of the
battlespace - where the good guys are, where the bad guys are,
and who's doing what to whom.
“Timber Sweet” provides a fair bit of gee-wiz technology, and also
puts data links into their historical context, but mostly the film is
about our "Data Link Warriors" – the systems engineers who build
the systems, the program managers who get them fielded, the
interface architects who organize and control the networks, and
the front-line warfighters who use data links to defeat the enemy
in combat.
Like all difficult challenges however, tactical data links are not
without their warts. Often everything works as intended, and
sometimes it does not. Occasionally the problem lies with faulty
equipment, but more often it can be chalked up to operator error,
miscommunication, or insufficient training. "Timber Sweet"
presents all of this in a fair and balanced manner - the goods and
the "others," the humor and the conflicts, the stunning successes
and the inevitable meltdowns.
What makes this story truly compelling is that our data link
warriors and their endeavors are continually tested in the crucible
of armed conflict, where lives hang in the balance. And their story
has never been told before now – not in a book, not in a TV show,
not in a film.
Crowdfunding for this project is now available from
documentary.org

Sean Bergesen is an
independent filmmaker
based in Southern
Pines, North Carolina,
and founder of AirWing
Films. He produces
documentary films, live
stream broadcasts, and
corporate video
materials for local and
regional customers. His
ongoing clients include
the Carolina Horse Park
and the veteranfocused non-profit
Warriors At Ease
program. Sean’s
primary current project
is a full-length
documentary film
entitled “Timber Sweet:
The Amazing Story of
Military Tactical Data
Links” due for release in
late summer 2022.

After retirement from the military, Sean worked in the defense
industry for 10 years on a variety of data link-related projects,
including Warden/Vigilare (TCG-Daronmont), Wedgetail
(Boeing Defence Australia) the ADF JICO CONOPS (Cubic),
BACN and DRC (Northrop Grumman), the Spectrum
Management Cell CONOPS (SRC), and again, Wedgetail (Nova
Systems).
In 2017 Sean relocated back to the US from Australia to focus
on family and filmmaking, and in 2020 graduated from the
Broadcast Production Technology program at Central
Carolina Community College.
Sean intends on making famous the incredible exploits of the
data link community with “Timber Sweet: The Amazing Story
of Military Tactical Data Links.
Sean founded AirWing films in 2019 and produces
documentary films, commercials, and corporate promotions
for regional and national clients.

Prior to becoming a professional filmmaker, Sean served as a
Naval Flight Officer in the US Navy (flying EA-3B and ES-3A
aircraft), and subsequently as a Weapons Systems Officer
and Joint Interface Control Officer in the Washington Air
National Guard. He reached the rank of Lieutenant Colonel
and retired in 2007 with 21 years of active service.
Sean became the JICO at the Western Air Defense Sector of
NORAD by default on Sept 11th, 2001 and served in that role
for 6 years. He was co-creator of the integrated CONUS data
link architecture that still exists today.
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Advanced Networking is Creating an Internet of
Warfighting Things
Grumman’s Networked Information Solutions Division (NISD).
Phan noted. These efforts include the U.S. Air Force’s Advanced
Battle Management System, the U.S. Army’s Project Convergence
and the U.S. Navy’s Project Overmatch.
“If the services can connect their assets together — satellites,
ships, planes, ground vehicles, etc. — and make them work
together, that’s a force multiplier and helps the DoD maintain a
strategic advantage in an age of data-driven conflict,” he
suggested. “The goal is to overmatch adversaries’ capabilities by
connecting all sensors, shooters and nodes together, doing things
more intelligently to create a force that’s collectively more
effective than individual platforms.”

If you own a smartphone, you’re familiar with apps that
allow you to remotely lock or unlock your home’s
doors, turn on a garden irrigation system or perhaps
monitor your home’s surveillance cameras.
Underpinned by a robust wireless communications
infrastructure, this network — part of the Internet of
Things (IoT) — works because every device uses the
same rules or Internet Protocols for how it connects to
the network and how it packages, addresses and
routes data.

Integrating Military AI
According to Swett, military AI will be a ubiquitous part of the
IoWT.
“I think of the IoWT as comprising two main sides: an intelligence
side and a decision-making or battle management side,” he
explained. “If the warfighter wants to know what’s happening
across a lot of manned and unmanned platforms equipped with
sensors, we’ll want them to be talking to each other, and we’ll
also want to put military AI at the edge so that those platforms
can aggregate and process information locally, then send
appropriate alerts to the warfighter.”

Warfighters operating in austere environments using disparate
sensors and communication systems are hungry for such
advanced networking. That’s why the Department of Defense is
focused on creating over the next five to 10 years an Internet of
Warfighting Things (IoWT). Sometimes known as the Internet of
Military Things, this separate and ultra-secure network would
model the robustness and reliability of the IoT and allow every
military asset to communicate, in theory, with every sensor,
regardless of service affiliation.

Swett believes that these military AI algorithms will be analogous
to algorithms used by top commercial AI providers to suggest
additional content based on a consumer’s purchasing or viewing
habits. However, these IoWT algorithms will be geared toward
making “recommendations” to help warfighters understand and
make better decisions in complex battlefield environments.

“The current challenge for the military is that they have to bring
their current infrastructure with them,” explained Colin Phan,
director of strategy for Northrop Grumman’s Networked
Information Solutions Division (NISD). “In the past, platforms
have had trouble communicating with each other due to services
acquiring technology in silos. Today, the DOD is moving to an
interconnected network that will make IoWT a reality for our
warfighters.”

Bridging Reality With Gateways
According to Phan, one of the key challenges of developing the
IoWT will be integrating dissimilar platforms and sensors into a
transparent, interconnected network architecture.

Mobilizing a Well-Connected Future
To make IoWT a reality, the DoD is currently undertaking a number
of key initiatives with an effort called Joint All-Domain Command
and Control (JADC2) sitting at the center.

“In the same way that smart homes are now using wireless
technologies such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and smart hubs to allow
these technologies to communicate with each other, the military
has systems called gateways that translate tactical data from
disparate systems and share it securely among warfighters
operating in different domains.”

“JADC2 aims to connect platforms and sensors from all military
services — Air Force, Army, Navy, Marines, and Space Force — into
a single network, accessible by all services,” explained Bruce
Swett, a Northrop Grumman Fellow in NISD. “The goal is to take
the commercial model of the Internet — the network, the
computing, the AI — and bring it to warfighters so that they can
get better information more quickly and make better decisions
with a more complete understanding of what’s going on around
them.”

“A gateway can either be a separate platform or it can be
incorporated on an existing platform to make it interoperable with
systems it was not originally designed to communicate with,” he
said. “It can provide a very effective interface between older and
newer systems.”
Phan points to the Northrop Grumman-developed Battlefield
Airborne Communications Node (BACN) as an example of a
separate gateway platform that supports the DoD’s move to
JADC2. BACN has been in service with the Air Force since 2008;
it’s a high-altitude, long-endurance airborne communications
gateway that delivers interoperable voice communications and
data translation between pilots and ground units—regardless of
military branch.

The IoWT could also be used in conjunction with data analytics to
predict the maintenance requirements of a fleet of military
vehicles, which would reduce costs, increase the availability of
these platforms and keep troops safe, he added.
“The major services are contributing to JADC2 by developing their
own complementary advanced networking initiatives to link
sensors and weapon systems across the tactical battlefield,”
explained Colin Phan, director of strategy for Northrop
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This crowdsourcing example illustrates another vital aspect of
the IoWT that should not be overlooked: human-machine
interactions.

Shifting to Advanced Networking
Phan also expects the IoWT to reflect a DoD shift away from
relying on conventional, standalone systems in favor of
interconnecting platforms, nodes, sensors and other battle
assets.

“If we’re using military AI algorithms to do predictive maintenance
on a bunch of military vehicles, we’re going to need some sort of
web page to display the output of those algorithms for humans,”
Swett proposed. “That’s where we’ll have to move from machineto-machine communication to machine-to-human communication
and start asking ourselves: Who should get the information? Is it
timely? Is it correct? And is it easily understandable?”

“In the past, the DoD might have opted to use a front-line fighter
jet equipped with exquisite sensors to perform a mission,” he
observed. “Under the evolving vision for IoWT, however, they’re
now asking ‘What if we network this fighter with another fighter or
even an unmanned platform? Can we achieve the same or better
level of performance with a networked approach instead of that
standalone asset?'”

Making the IoWT A Reality
Northrop Grumman is investing today in the future of the
connected battlespace. We are pushing the boundaries of what’s
possible to bring forward new and emerging capabilities, and
expanding the functionality of existing technologies to enhance
mission effectiveness to help bring the IoWT to life across the
battlespace.

The DoD’s priority in the near future, he believes, will be to
connect those sensors that will enable U.S. and allied forces to
maintain a strategic advantage in future conflicts.

Repurposing Proven Constructs

Northrop Grumman is pioneering innovation as we seek to solve
the world’s most challenging problems. To ensure our warfighters
have the confidence to make real-time decisions in complex
environments, we are enhancing our capabilities with humancentered machine intelligence to take advantage of emerging
digital system capabilities. Many of the company’s innovative
technologies integrate leading-edge solutions into distributed,
dynamic mission systems that are essential to our national
security.

Swett expects the IoWT to take advantage of many proven
constructs from the commercial IoT, even though it will be
operating with far more stringent security standards. He points to
the IoT’s now-common crowdsourced ride-sharing models, for
example, as a way to pair up commanders with nearby battlefield
assets.
“Let’s say I’m a commander who needs to create a video or still
image of a local area to see what’s going on,” he said. “Wouldn’t it
be cool if I could call up my local airborne asset dispatcher and
identify platforms that plan to pass over my target location in the
near future and that could shoot and send me the desired
imagery?”

Northrop Grumman’s advanced networking offerings provide the
foundation needed to implement the use of the advanced IoWT
applications such as secure and ethical artificial intelligence, realtime situational awareness, machine learning, cloud computing
and connected battlefield applications, among others.
View Northrop Grumman’s Advanced Networking Technologies
and Artificial Intelligence webpages to learn more.”

Becoming a Corporate Member
Any organisation consisting in part of Data Link users,
customers, managers, policy makers, technical advisors,
support agents or suppliers shall be eligible to become a CAB
(Corporate Advisory Board) Member of the Society.

■

A quantity of individual Society memberships for staff or
non-staff

■

Portfolio pages on the IDLSoc website in addition to press
releases, training providers and job advertisements

The CAB Membership category includes Commercial,
Government and Non-Profit organisations.

How to Apply?
CAB membership application forms are available at request of a
Society member to the Society Secretariat.

CAB Members shall have the right to be represented at meetings
of the Society, and shall be subject to the conditions prevailing
in the Bylaws of the Society.

Advantages of CAB Membership includes:
■

High visibility within the International Data Link community

■

Local visibility through our IDLSoc Chapters

■

Discounts at IDLSoc International Events, including a 20%
discount on trade stands at the annual symposium (IDLS) of
the IDLSoc

■

Facilities dedicated to CAB members at IDLSoc events, such
as meeting rooms

Download a CAB
Membership Form
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IDLS2022 Exhibitor Packages
IDLS2022 is taking place on the 8th to 11th November 2022 in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
The IDLS2022 Exhibitor packages are similar to those offered in
previous years. The colour denotes the amount of floorspace an
exhibitor is given. In addition each level gets a number of
Individual Registrations and the ‘+’ indicates that there are more
delegate tickets included.

A Bronze+ Package includes
■
■

A Gold Package includes
■
■
■

A Bronze Package includes

Twelve IDLS2022 delegate tickets
6m by 9m exhibit space for your stand
One exclusive-use meeting room with boardroom-style
layout (please note, audio-visual and catering are not
included

■
■

Eight IDLS2022 delegate tickets
6m by 6m exhibit space for your stand

There is also the option to have a Standard Package, which is a
3m by 3m exhibit floor space.

A Silver Package includes
■
■

Two IDLS2022 delegate tickets
3m by 3m exhibit space for your stand

All of these packages offer marketing opportunities including
company logos posted on the event website and in the Society
monthly newsletter, corporate flyers in welcome packs, corporate
videos and data sheets in the exhibitor online showcase and
visibility in our social media channels.

A Silver+ Package includes
■
■

Four IDLS2022 delegate tickets
3m by 3m exhibit space for your stand

There are two prices available for each package – Corporate
Member and Non Corporate Member. Both attract discounts if
secured early. (See table below).

Six IDLS2021 delegate tickets
6m by 6m exhibit space for your stand

More information on the packages will be published at the
beginning of 2022.

Corporate Member Rate
Package

Gold

Fee

$33,850.00

5%
Discount*
3%
Discount**

Silver +

Bronze

Standard

$23,475.00 $19,652.00 $18,560.00

$13,101.00

$9,280.00

$32,157.50

$22,301.25 $18,669.40 $17,632.00

$12,445.95

$8,816.00

$32,834.50

$22,770.75 $19,062.44 $18,003.20

$12,707.97

$9,001.60

Bronze

Standard

Non-Corporate Member Rate
Package
Gold
Silver +

Silver

Silver

Bronze +

Bronze +

Fee

$40,614.96 $28,168.44 $22,582.88 $22,272.72

$15,721.92

$11,136.36

5%
Discount*

$38,584.21 $26,760.02 $22,403.74 $21,159.08

$14,935.82

$10,579.54

3%
Discount**

$39,396.48

$27,323.39 $21,905.39

$21,604.54

* 2022 Exhibitor Price - with 5% discount for payment before 31 December 2022
** 2022 Exhibitor Price - with 3% discount for payment before 1 Febuary 2022
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$15,250.30

$10,802.27

Events Calendar
4 April to 7 April 2022

Data Exchange Sessions

NTDLS2022

THE

DATA
EXCHANGE

Calpe, Spain
17 May to 19 May
2022

Tactical Communications Forum
(TCF)

Lithuania
8 November to 10
November 2022

IDLS2022
The Technical Committee are currently developing a
programme of Data Exchange Sessions for 2022.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada

More information will be available in the December
Newsletter.

For more information about events and to register visit the Events
Page

IDLSoc Membership

Corporate Membership
We would like to thank Collins Aerospace and Northrop
Grumman for renewing their Corporate Memberships.
There are many benefits to becoming a member of the
International Data Links Society, and any Data Link user,
customer, manager, policy maker, technical adviser, support
agent or supplier are eligible for membership with the Society.
Benefits include:
■
Access to the only dedicated network for
Data Links professionals providing a great
opportunity to connect with others across
the wider Data Links community.

For more information about becoming an IDLSoc Corporate
Member please click here.

■

Access to hundreds of Data Links related
documents and files.

■

The opportunity to attend Chapter events,
and to get priority booking at IDLSoc
events.

■

Every year IDLSoc holds a Symposium, and
as a member you get a special discounted
fee for attendance.

The current individual one year subscription fee is US$75.00
and you can apply online.

Networking Sessions

Society staff will vet your application for eligibility and once
approved, you will be sent an ID to login to the website and
pay for your membership.

During the last networking session of IDLS2021 there was
agreement amongst the attendees that, whilst it was not the
same as meeting face to face, the free flowing conversation
and interaction between attendees was a highlight of the
event.
It was suggested that we set up a monthly Networking
Session, with no defined topic, where we could log on and
chat.
We are pleased to announce we will be piloting Networking
Sessions in December 2021 and January 2022.
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